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About This Game

Play the most exciting moment of baseball in this fast-paced dice and card game!

It’s a beautiful day here at the ballpark, and this game has been a squeaker! Everyone expected the league leaders to roll into
town and easily defeat the home team. But the scrappy upstarts have played the game of their lives and managed to keep the

score tied right until the end. Their fatigue is showing and now it's their last chance. If the home team batters don’t score a run
now, the visitors will be sure to win the game in extra innings. It all comes down to the Bottom of the 9th!

Will you lead the underdogs to victory? Or will you defend the league leaders’ unbroken winning streak?

Bottom of the 9th is a strategic 2-player baseball game played with cards and dice. This faithful adaptation brings the fast-paced
fun of the tabletop game to your computer! Choose your lineup from a pool of players with different strengths and abilities,

outsmart your opponent in the stare-down, then roll the dice to trigger the action.

Bottom of the 9th offers many ways to play:

Compete in single player against a computer opponent (3 levels of difficulty)

Take on the Manager's Challenge 6-game solo campaign mode

Pass and play on your computer with a friend
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Challenge a friend to play online

Find a worthy opponent in a ranked online match

Organize a casual online exhibition game

The powerhouse visitors have six dynamite pitchers to choose from, including:

Wake Louder throws a nasty knuckleball that can get a lost ball just into the edge of the strike zone.

Southpaw Straw is a talented lefty pitcher with one dangerously effective (and illegal) spitball.

Hurricane Patriss is a top notch reliever, and the only thing more hypnotic than his curveball is his voice.

Don't count out the home team! They have a dozen batters, each with their own special powers, including:

Mully Nomah can be devastating against the pitching team when runners are in scoring position. He can clobber a pitch
and get those base runners home!

Kerry Rumble has power behind her swing. She has the ability to crush the ball hard, at the cost of hitting lots of fouls.
She just can’t resist taking a swing!

K.C. Petty is truly a powerhouse when the chips are down. The more strikes he gets, the bigger he swings.

Hannah Cait may look innocent, but when she's in the zone she calls all the shots! This rookie's level of control over her
swing is the envy of many a veteran.

Both teams have access to two support characters who provide special abilities to one or both teams:

Dice Dixon has no problem taking chances coming out from the dugout, benching batters and challenging umps!

Doc Mullins is always looking after the health of the team, whether that means a more rested pitcher or more energized
batters!

The Manager's Challenge solo campaign mode puts you right in the dugout as a team manager. Can you lead your team to the
playoffs in a 6-game homestand?

Play six game solo campaigns as the home team against a revolving cast of pitchers.

Compete in nine different game situations, including multiple inning games.

Each campaign game is played using one of six effect cards that change the feel of the game.

The Manager's Challenge can be played in Classic Mode (using a Pitcher's Deck of stare-down cards) or against any
level of CPU opponent.

Four increasing levels of difficulty will put your management and batting skills to the test!

Earn up to 11 achievements and compete with others on 8 leaderboards for the solo campaign mode.
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~~~ There’s nothing that’s quite like the thrill you feel in the Bottom of the 9th! ~~~
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Worth the price? No. Perhaps for 0.99USD it would be worth purchasing.

Too many reviews saying the game is difficult, but I found it to be entertaining. Many other games are much more challenging.
Rogue Legacy for example.

Completed in two hours with 48 deaths.

The use of a gamepad is highly recommended(even though I prefer keyboard for most games) as the sensitivity of the joystick
movements are reflected well in the game, something the keyboard simply cannot currently accomplish. Master the joystick
instead of mashing it around, and you will be able to crush this game and many more.

Lastly, the story is quite poor. The weapon upgrade system and ship upgrade system is a play and learn system, not spoon fed
about what is best or what is worst. Knowing the best weapons and the worst makes most games far too easy. This is just a short
fun retro space sidescrolling shooter with a very weak draw to want to re-play.. Nice addition with one major issue if you like to
operate trains at night:

One side of the interior cab view has misaligned instrument dial lights - so that the dial lights appear to be floating off into
space.

If DTG fixes the instrument dial light issue, I'll edit this review to a thumbs up.. And God, I promise… no more sex with
anybody… unless they really, really, need it.. Beautiful, atmospheric, some fun puzzles. A few had me stumped for a while. All
in all enjoyed it.. This game still needs a lot of improvements. First thing annoyed me was how buggy the gui and the menu
screen was. When I typed it would go crazy and glitch letters accross my screen. I ignored that and tried out the gameplay to see
if the gameplay would make up all of this but the game was very hard and pathetic. The teams were 4v1 with me the only person
on the team. There should be a team balance or something of that sort. When I quit the game I tried to quit the game but I could
not find any exit or quit button so I had to shut it down using the task manager. Overall this game is alright for a free game but
still needs improvments.. I have to say, I've always wanted to play this type of game, but I've always feared the kind of cringing
it would bring on. This was my first experience and I am so very glad it was. I'll go over it in a couple of categories, just to
round out a review.

The Art: Fantastic. All of the characters are drawn very well; They show emotion with the simplest changes of expression,
which I'd imagine is very hard to pull off, but they do! And one particular thing that really helped me suspend my disbelief, the
characters changed clothes every in-game day! I know that seems like a small detail, but it goes a long way in pulling you in.

The Story: Well-Crafted. I was very surprised by how this game ended, more specifically by how excited I actually was to see
the ending. All along you're given clues and contacts and other things to interact with... It's not super complicated, don't be
expecting an INVESTIGATOR SIMULATOR 2017 kind of thing... But it keeps you engaged with a genuine sense that each
little choice you make, will echo somewhere later on. It's a short story, so that lets them have decision making that actually
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means something. It's very tight.

Additional Comments: I just finished my first playthrough, with NO SEX! NO TITTEHS! NO NOTHING! I played the
absolute friend-zone all along, not peeping in anybody's windows when the game gave me the opportunity. I feel really proud of
myself... but GOD DAMN... I am starting playthrough number two NOW! I can't wait to be a total♥♥♥♥♥♥to everyone, who
does nothing but use his♥♥♥♥♥♥

Great Game! If you have any interest in the genre or are looking to try one and get started, START WITH THIS ONE :)
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Althought I haven't got to finish this game, I've enjoyed played it. Even tho the controls are problematic and sometimes
frustrating, it is still fun thanks to its gameplay mechanics and pleasant particle effects.. Quality little program,
I always used microsoft word or cv makers online for this purpose, but since the former went to subscription i had to look for
somethnig else.
I like this because it is in steam, which means for a one off payment i can have this software whenever i need to redo my CV. It
sorts out all the silly tabs and formatting BS that you have to spend hours setting up each and everytime you update or change
fonts etc. you can do cover letters, add sections, and has loads of style templates.
For a tenner, its good to have in your steam account.
. Beautiful music, tragically gorgeous art and a creative storyline. The characters are well tailored and the gameplay is splendid.
Both story and fighting game, it's well worth the time to play.. Looks really good. Finally a decent Uniform available for
purchase for maverick. The Halcyon Flux skin looks neat,though could've made it look a bit better. Maverick looks like a sailor
now xD. Amazing game. Bets football anywhere. Been playing for over 10 years. 10 out of 10!. A nice rework of the original
game and is true to my memory of the game, a nice little puzzle game and a very easy way to pass the time.. not that bad :/
. I liked the software at first but started having issues with audio sync being off, and it would be okay if it was just out of sync
but it is sections of audio that are behind; I'd have to cut and sync audio after finding each section (and I have). Choose the Intel
driver for recording, choose seperate audio streams. That should help some. If they fix these issues the software will be great
again. Until then I've moved on to OBS.
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